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US Standards of Business Conduct
These Standards of Business Conduct are the fundamental principles by which every Company 
employee is expected to work. These Standards are written in accordance with our Global Values 
of Innovation, Integrity, and Accountability.   

Every Company employee is accountable for adhering to our commitment to conduct our business 
fairly, honestly, and with integrity. It is our Company policy to comply with all applicable laws and 
regulations including, but not limited to, all federal healthcare program and FDA requirements. No 
officer, executive, director, or supervisor has authority to violate any law or these standards or to 
direct another employee or any other person to violate any law or these standards on behalf of the 
Company or any partner or affiliate of our Company.  

It is important that each employee understands the global Daiichi Sankyo values described below 
and strives to uphold these values in all work-related activities:

•  Innovation is our imperative, as well as a fundamental requirement in our ongoing pursuit of 
creating innovative, world-class drugs. Every employee should share this spirit of innovation.

 What does innovation look like in action?

 • Scientific curiosity leading to new methods of discovery and clinical research

 • Not being satisfied with the status quo

 •  Improving processes, out of the box thinking, and developing new ways to achieve business 
results

•  Integrity is our strength and an integral part of our character. We always strive to do the right 
thing and to improve patients’ health and well-being. We are an ethical, trusted, and respectful 
partner. We provide the highest quality medical information and provide a stable supply of quality 
pharmaceutical products.

 What does integrity look like in action?

 • Doing the right thing even when nobody is looking

 • Acting responsibly and with respect for others

 • Providing balanced and scientifically accurate information 

•  Accountability is our culture. We enthusiastically embrace our responsibilities, and we honor 
our commitments to all those who are dependent on our work to provide innovative drugs to 
people around the world. 

 What does accountability look like in action?

 • Taking ownership of success and failure

 • Being responsible for one’s actions and performance

 • Clearly understanding one’s role in the organization and fulfilling that role with excellence

As a Company employee, you must review these Standards of Business Conduct at least annually. If 
you have questions or concerns after reviewing this document, speak with your supervisor, Senior 
Management, Human Resources, Legal Affairs, or the Compliance Department, including the Chief 
Ethics & Compliance Officer. Plexxikon employees can contact Plexxikon’s Compliance Officer. 

Note: for the purposes of this Standards of Business Conduct document the term “Compliance” 
shall refer to, collectively, the Compliance Department, the Chief Ethics & Compliance Officer and 
Plexxikon’s Compliance Officer. 

If you have a concern that the Standards of Business Conduct has been violated, please contact 
the appropriate Compliance Department via the contact information provided in the RESOURCES 
FOR EMPLOYEES TO ASK QUESTIONS OR RAISE CONCERNS section of this document. 

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Who do the Standards of Business Conduct apply to? The Standards of Business Conduct 
apply to Daiichi Sankyo, Inc., Plexxikon Inc. (“Plexxikon”), and American Regent, Inc. (“American 
Regent”). “Daiichi Sankyo, Inc.” as that term is used herein shall include employees within Daiichi 
Sankyo Pharma Development (“DSPD”) Division, Daiichi Sankyo U.S. Business (“DSUSB”) Division, 
and the U.S. Corporate Division (“USCD”), including, without limitation, global functions within those 
divisions. Daiichi Sankyo, Inc., Plexxikon, and American Regent may be referred to, collectively, as the 
“Companies” or as the “Company.” The Standards of Business Conduct apply to all employees of the 
Companies (“Company employees”).

We are proud of our growth, and our continued success depends on every employee’s lawful and 
ethical conduct to maintain our integrity and good reputation.

Thank you for your commitment to integrity.

The Company’s Standards of Business Conduct contain an overview of various policies, 
procedures, and requirements applicable to Company employees. These summaries are not 
intended to be all-inclusive or limiting in any way. Company employees are responsible for 
reviewing and adhering to their respective Company’s policies and procedures.

Neither this Standards of Business Conduct document nor any other Company policy 
constitutes a contract of employment. This means that no promise of any kind is created or 
intended. The Company may change or withdraw any policy as well as any other condition of 
employment (including those related to wages and benefits) without anyone’s agreement.  

Nothing in this document should be construed as changing the “At Will” employment relationship 
between the Company and its employees. This means the employee may terminate the 
employment relationship at any time, with or without notice, reason or cause. Similarly, 
the Company may terminate the employment relationship at any time, with or without 
notice, reason or cause. This also means that you are not guaranteed employment for any 
specific amount of time. Verbal agreements or promises cannot change this at-will employment 
relationship. All Company employees are employed by the Company on an at-will basis, unless 
otherwise agreed in a written agreement signed by both parties and specifically signed on behalf 
of the Company by an authorized Officer or Board Member of that Company. 

https://dsi.alertline.com
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RESOURCES FOR EMPLOYEES TO ASK QUESTIONS OR RAISE CONCERNS 

Remember, all Company employees are required to promptly report any suspected violations of these Standards 
of Business Conduct or any Company policy, procedure, or law, or any retaliation by any employee or Agent of the 
Company to management, Compliance, Legal Affairs, Human Resources, or the Company’s Compliance Hotline:

1 (877) 48ALERT (1-877-482-5378) or https://dsi.alertline.com 

ANYONE WHO, IN GOOD FAITH, RAISES A CONCERN ABOUT A POSSIBLE COMPLIANCE VIOLATION 
WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY FORM OF RETALIATION. ANY ACT OR THREAT OF RETALIATION AGAINST 
ANYONE REPORTING A SUSPECTED VIOLATION WILL BE CONSIDERED A SERIOUS VIOLATION OF THESE 
STANDARDS SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION UP TO AND INCLUDING TERMINATION.
You may at some time be faced with a situation that appears to violate the Company’s Standards of Business 
Conduct or one of its policies. Everyone has an obligation to report any suspected violation promptly. There are a 
variety of means by which individuals can report their concerns or seek answers to their policy questions.

Supervisor or Senior Management
In general, you should begin by consulting your manager or supervisor, since he or she best understands your 
area of responsibility. You may also consult with Senior Management of your Company. If you believe these options 
are not appropriate, uncomfortable, or unhelpful, there are several other resources available to you.

Human Resources
For employee-related issues, such as concerns involving interpersonal conflict with, or performance of 
management and/or other employees, you should contact your site’s Human Resources representative. 

Legal Affairs
You may contact an attorney in the Legal Affairs Department with questions or concerns about any aspect of 
the Standards of Business Conduct, or to report a possible violation.The Legal Affairs Department can provide 
specialized guidance by answering questions concerning laws, regulations, industry, and acceptable business 
practices. There are lawyers assigned to each business area.

Note: Plexxikon employees may contact Plexxikon’s Legal Affairs Department and may also access the Legal 
Affairs resource located within Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. For American Regent employees, a form is available on the 
Human Resources and Legal Department intranet sites, which may be used to report possible harassment and 
discrimination violations.

Compliance
There may be situations when you would prefer to discuss your questions or concerns about our policies or 
Standards of Business Conduct with someone outside your group or location. Compliance is a valuable resource 
available to you to answer questions or address concerns. You are encouraged to contact Compliance, at 
any time, for any issue or question that relates to our policies or Standards of Business Conduct, or to discuss 
concerns about possible policy violations. Any employee, Agent or third party who raises, in good faith, a concern 
of a possible violation will be protected from retaliation. “Agents” includes all Company vendors, contractors, 
contingent workers, partners, or other Agents engaged to act on behalf of the Company. This protection also 
extends to anyone providing information in connection with an investigation.

Note: Plexxikon employees may contact the Plexxikon Compliance Officer and may also access the Compliance 
resource located within Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. 

To Contact Compliance at Daiichi Sankyo, Inc.: 
• Direct Dial Telephone: 1-908-992-6651
• E-mail: DSICompliance@DSI.com or contact at https://dsi.alertline.com
• Direct Postal Mail: Attn: Compliance Department, Daiichi Sankyo, Inc.,
   211 Mt. Airy Road, Basking Ridge, New Jersey  07920 

To Contact Compliance at Plexxikon:
• Direct Dial Telephone: (510) 647-4064
•  Direct Postal Mail: Attn: Compliance Officer, Plexxikon Inc., 91 Bolivar Drive, Berkeley, California 94710

To Contact Corporate Compliance at American Regent:
• E-mail: Compliance@americanregent.com
• Direct Postal Mail: Corporate Compliance Department, American Regent, Inc.,
   P.O. Box 9001, 5 Ramsey Road, Shirley, NY 11967
Compliance Hotlines
The Company also provides confidential compliance hotlines where suspected policy violations or potential 
retaliation can be reported (and can be reported anonymously if you wish).
• DSI Compliance Hotline: 1 (877) 48ALERT (1-877-482-5378) or https://dsi.alertline.com
• American Regent, Inc. Compliance Hotline: 1-800-398-1496 or 
   https://www.lighthouse-services.com/americanregent

https://dsi.alertline.com
https://dsi.alertline.com
http://violation.The
mailto:Compliance%40americanregent.com?subject=
https://dsi.alertline.com
https://www.lighthouse-services.com/americanregent
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The following types of behavior will not be 
tolerated by the Company:

Prohibited discrimination is described as unlawful 
discrimination in hiring, terminations, promotions, 
demotions, transfers, and selection for training based 
on race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, 
national origin, ancestry, culture, ethnicity, age, 
disability, pregnancy, veteran status, citizenship 
status, marital status, genetic information, or other 
categories protected by law. 

Workplace harassment is any action that 
inappropriately or unreasonably creates an 
intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment 
based on categories protected by law. This type of 
unlawful harassment may be based on a person’s 
race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, 
national origin, ancestry, culture, ethnicity, age, 
disability, pregnancy, veteran status, citizenship 
status, marital status, genetic information, or other 
categories protected by law.  

Examples of prohibited workplace conduct include 
racial, ethnic, suggestive, or inappropriate sexual 
comments, foul language, unwanted physical  
contact and sexual advances, offensive jokes 
and slurs (where the subject matter involves, for 
example, race, ethnicity, 
religion, age, or sex), and 
making or threatening 
reprisals as a result of 
reporting harassment.

Prohibited intimidation and bullying is described 
as repeated mistreatment of one or more people 
by one or more perpetrators. It is abusive conduct 
that includes threatening, humiliating or intimidating 
behaviors; work interference/sabotage that prevents 
work from getting done; and verbal abuse.  Examples 
of behavior that may constitute or contribute to 
evidence of bullying and/or intimidation in the 
workplace include, but are not limited to: persistent 
singling out of one person; shouting or raising one’s 
voice at an individual in public or in private; personal 
insults and use of offensive nicknames; public 
humiliation in any form; constant criticism on matters 
unrelated, or minimally related, to the person’s job 
performance or description; public reprimands; 
repeatedly accusing someone of errors that cannot 
be documented; and spreading rumors and gossip 
about an individual.

Sexual harassment is another form of workplace 
harassment that affects the dignity of men and 
women at work. Sexual harassment will not 
be tolerated under any circumstances. Basing 
promotions, raises, or desirable job assignments  
on submission to sexual advances or requests for 
sexual favors is an example of prohibited conduct  
that constitutes sexual harassment.

Employee Conduct in the Workplace 

We want a workplace that will help our employees succeed. Key to this is 
treating all employees with respect and dignity and providing equal employment 
and advancement opportunities for all qualified personnel.

We will not tolerate any form of unlawful discrimination 
or harassment against employees by other employees, 
supervisors, managers, contractors, or Customers.

Q    A colleague in a different department works with me on a regular basis. About a month ago, she told me she had 
feelings toward me and asked me to dinner. I said no, but, since then, she has been asking me to dinner or drinks 
almost every day. I just want her to stop. Should I report her?

 A   Even though this involves an employee in a different department, the Standards of Business Conduct apply. 
While asking a co-worker out for dinner once might not be a violation of policy, persistence in asking could be. 
This conduct should be reported to your supervisor, Senior Management, Compliance, Legal Affairs, HR, or the 
Company’s Compliance Hotline. American Regent employees may also report incidents of workplace harassment 
or discrimination using the “Complaint Form for Reporting of Discrimination or Harassment” available through 
Human Resources or the Legal Department.

WORK ENVIRONMENT

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Employee Conduct in the Workplace 

Q    One of the managers in my region told a sexual joke at a dinner event during a sales meeting. We were all 
having fun; I think he might have just had too much to drink, so I don’t want to get him in trouble. Do I really 
need to report him?   

 A   Yes. Any conduct that could violate the Company’s Workplace Harassment Policy should be reported. As a 
Company employee, you have an obligation to report such conduct.

Q    One of my key Customers is a physician who keeps making unwelcome sexual advances towards me. Is 
this something I can report to the Company, or is this between my Customer and me, since he doesn’t 
work for the Company?

 A   Even though this involves a Customer and not a co-worker, the Company’s intention is to provide a 
harassment-free workplace; thus, the Standards of Business Conduct apply. Report your concerns to your 
supervisor, Senior Management, HR, Compliance or Legal Affairs, who will work with you to find an acceptable 
solution. You may also make a confidential report to the Company’s Compliance Hotline. American Regent 
employees may also use the “Complaint Form for Reporting of Discrimination or Harassment.” 

Reference:

·   Compliance with the Standards of Business Conduct

WORK ENVIRONMENT

We will not tolerate any form of unlawful discrimination 
or harassment against employees by other employees, 
supervisors, managers, contractors, or Customers.

Reporting: If you believe that you have been subjected 
to workplace harassment or discrimination, or that such 
activities have occurred, you must promptly report 
the incident.  You may report the incident to your 
supervisor, Senior Management, Human Resources 
(HR), Compliance, Legal Affairs or the Company’s 
Compliance Hotline. For ARI employees, a form is 
available on the Human Resources and Legal Affairs 
intranet sites, which may be used to report possible 
harassment and discrimination violations. 

Please see the RESOURCES FOR EMPLOYEES TO 
ASK QUESTIONS OR RAISE CONCERNS section 
in this document for additional ways to report 
suspected violations of 
these Standards of Business 
Conduct, Company policies, 
procedures, the law, or 
regulations.

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Each of us is responsible for preventing accidents, 
following safety rules and procedures, participating 
in safety training, and complying with all applicable 
federal, state, and local health and safety laws. All of 
us must be familiar with and follow all Company and 
facility-specific health, safety, and security policies 
and requirements applicable to our jobs.

If you sustain a work-related injury:

•    Seek emergency or other medical treatment, if 
needed. Be sure to indicate that your injury  
or illness is work related.

•  For Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. employees:

– Call the phone number assigned by the Benefits 
Department within 24 hours, or as soon 
thereafter as possible, to report your workers’ 

compensation claim. Employees at the Basking 
Ridge location must also notify their supervisor.

– Call the Company’s designated disability insurer  
to initiate the appropriate leave/attendance 
process if you will miss time from work.

• For Plexxikon employees: 

– Inform your supervisor, the Facilities Department, 
and Human Resources (HR).

• For American Regent employees:

– Immediately report occupational injury/illness to 
your supervisor, regardless of how slight.  

– Home office employees at the Shirley, NY site 
should contact Security at extension 109 in the 
event of an emergency.

We must each do our part to maintain a safe, healthy  
and secure workplace. We conduct our operations 
with the highest regard for the safety and health of our 
employees, contractors, visitors and the general public. 
We must all contribute to this commitment to maintain  
a safe workplace.

Workplace Safety and Health 

One of our greatest priorities is to promote the safety and health of our employees.

Q    Is it necessary to report even minor injuries that occur while working?

A   Yes. Employees must immediately report any injury, even if it is minor, to a supervisor, facility associate,  
or HR representative consistent with the guidelines outlined above. Reporting even minor injuries helps the 
Company identify possible safety hazards and opportunities to improve our safety rules, procedures, and 
training. It also ensures that employees receive the help needed to deal with injuries.

WORK ENVIRONMENT

https://dsi.alertline.com
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To foster a drug-free environment, the Company 
tests individuals for use of illegal drugs and controlled 
substances prior to employment at the Company, 
as permitted by law. Employees may also be tested 
whenever there is reasonable suspicion that an 
employee may have used drugs or alcohol in violation 
of Company policy.

Prior to and during operation of a Company vehicle, 
employees may not ingest alcohol or any drug in a 
manner or amount that impairs his or her ability to 
operate the vehicle in a safe and lawful manner.  

We do not permit the use, purchase, sale, transfer, or 
possession of illegal drugs or the illegal use of legal 
drugs, at any time on Company premises, in a Company 
vehicle, or any time while on Company business. We 
also do not permit being impaired or under the influence 
of any drugs or alcohol during work time, while on 
Company business, on Company premises, or when 
operating a Company vehicle.  

Drugs and Alcohol in the Workplace 

The use of illegal drugs, the illegal use of legal drugs, and alcohol abuse can 
create serious health and safety risks in the workplace.

Q    In a meeting one of my colleagues was making comments that were incomprehensible. As I was walking past 
him after the meeting, I noticed a strong odor of alcohol. Am I required to report him?

 A   Yes. To provide a safe and drug-free environment, suspected inappropriate use of drugs or alcohol must be reported 
to your supervisor, Senior Management, Human Resources, Legal Affairs, Compliance, or the Company’s 
Compliance Hotline.

WORK ENVIRONMENT

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Unless otherwise expressly allowed by local statute, 
possession, transfer, or use of weapons by any 
individual on Company premises, including any of the 
Company parking lots, is prohibited. This includes a 
Company-issued vehicle while you are working or on 
any Company-related business. A weapon includes, 

without limitation, any implement or object intended 
to or that may be used in a manner to inflict injury on 
a person or damage to property, including but not 
limited to firearms, knives, clubs, incendiary devices, 
ammunition, and explosives, regardless of whether 
the person is licensed to carry the weapon. 

The Company will not tolerate violence in the 
workplace, including but not limited to physical 
assaults, threatening comments or acts, intimidation, 
and the intentional destruction of Company or 
employee property. Any comments or behavior that 
reasonably could be interpreted as intent to do harm 
to employees or property will be considered a threat.

Workplace Violence 

The Company strives to foster a safe and secure working environment free 
from violence and threats of violence.

Q    I’m an avid hunter. During hunting season, I carry my gun in my trunk so that I can get in an hour of 
hunting after work before it gets dark. If I can’t keep my gun in my car, I won’t be able to do this. Is this 
the intention of the policy?

 A   The intention of the Company is to provide a safe work environment for all employees, contractors, and 
vendors. Thus, it would be a violation of Company policy to have a gun or other weapon on Company 
property. This would include, for example, inside your car while parked in one of the Company’s parking 
lots or at a Customer’s place of business. It would also be a violation of this policy to have a weapon in 
your Company car while working or on any business-related activity.

Q    I had a business-related disagreement with one of my co-workers yesterday, and he ended the 
conversation with the statement that he was “going to get me.” He hasn’t actually done anything to me, 
but, based on his comment, I have the feeling that I am now in physical danger. What should I do?  

 A   You should immediately report the situation to any or all of the following: your supervisor, Senior 
Management, Human Resources, Legal Affairs, or Compliance. Also, if you believe that your personal 
safety is at issue or in an emergency, you should contact local law enforcement. 

WORK ENVIRONMENT

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Employees may not use these systems or 
equipment to violate any law, Company policy, 
or rule. This means, for example, that employees 
may not transmit, access or receive any 
inappropriate or offensive material, including 
pornographic or obscene material. 

Company property and equipment are to be used for 
business purposes. Reasonable, limited personal use 
of internet, e-mail, computer systems, and equipment 
is permissible to the extent it is allowed by Company 
policy, but such use is not private, and employees 
should have no expectation of privacy when doing so. 
Employees may not use the Company’s corporate or 
product logos, trademarks, or copyrighted material 
for personal use. Business use of Company-owned or 
licensed logos, trademarks, and copyrighted materials 
must follow applicable policies for use.

Use of E-mail, Voice Mail, and Other  
Company Systems

Access to the internet, e-mail, and voice mail systems is provided for Company 
business purposes and to facilitate business communications.

WORK ENVIRONMENT

Monitoring of Company-owned technology 
systems: Company-owned technology 
systems used for e-mail, internet, and other 
communications are monitored by the Company. 
The Company may audit all usage of these 
systems and equipment consistent with applicable 
Company policies and procedures. We may 
access, review, and disclose any Company 
equipment or system—as well as any content 
on them—without employee knowledge, for 
investigation, audit, litigation, or other authorized 
purposes. Content can also include personal 
messages, files, and documents or individual use of a personal nature that might be on Company equipment 
(even if the content is sent and/or retrieved from third-party, password-protected sites). 

Use of personal e-mail: No Company business may be sent to or conducted over your personal e-mail 
accounts; this includes any business-related items as well as any confidential information of the Company. 
Confidential information includes but is not limited to: Company private information, financial information, 
corporate strategies, competitor-sensitive information, trade secrets, specifications, customer lists, research 
data, network architectures, or anything covered by a nondisclosure agreement.

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Use of E-mail, Voice Mail, and Other  
Company Systems

Q    Does the Company monitor my e-mail and internet use?  

 A   The Company monitors Company-owned technology systems used for e-mail, internet, and other 
communications. We may audit and access all usage of these systems and equipment and investigate 
inappropriate and unauthorized use.

Q    Can I use my Company laptop or iPad to check my personal e-mail?

 A   Yes. Reasonable, limited personal use of internet, e-mail, computer systems, and equipment is permissible. 
However, remember that under appropriate circumstances, the Company may access, review, and disclose 
such information, even if the third-party site is protected by a personal password. Employees may not use 
these systems or equipment for any illegal purpose or to transmit or receive any inappropriate or offensive 
material, including pornographic or obscene material, or to excessively conduct personal business.

Q    Can I put the Company logo on my Facebook page?

 A   While you may identify yourself as an employee of the Company in your profile, you may not use any 
Company or product logos, trademarks, or Company-copyrighted material.  

WORK ENVIRONMENT

Company property and equipment are to be used for 
business purposes. Reasonable, limited personal use 
of internet, e-mail, computer systems, and equipment 
is permissible to the extent it is allowed by Company 
policy, but such use is not private, and employees 
should have no expectation of privacy when doing so. 
Employees may not use the Company’s corporate or 
product logos, trademarks, or copyrighted material 
for personal use. Business use of Company-owned or 
licensed logos, trademarks, and copyrighted materials 
must follow applicable policies for use.
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No audio or visual recordings of any Company 
business meetings or personal conversations are 
permitted without approval of management after 
consulting with Legal Affairs, as appropriate. 

Individuals must be notified that they are being 
recorded, and in the case where individuals are  
not Company employees, a signed release must  
be obtained.

For recording of employees at large group business 
meetings, such as national managers meetings, 
notice of recording is sufficient. 

All recordings made must follow appropriate retention 
schedules and are subject to requirements of any 
legal holds.

To ensure the candid, free flow of information, you will 
not record (for example, tape record, videotape, etc.) 
any personal or telephonic business conversations or 
meetings at any location without the prior approval 
of your management and all participants in the 
conversation or meeting.

Recordings of Meetings and Conversations 

It is critical to Company business that the sharing of information during 
business meetings of teams and between individuals flows freely and is not 
encumbered by concerns of privacy, intimidation, or retaliation. 

Q    I am having a guest speaker at my National Sales Meeting (NSM), and I would like to record his 
presentation so those who were absent may view it. May I record the presentation?

 A   Yes, provided you obtained prior approval and you have a signed release from the presenter indicating 
that he is okay with being recorded. The release should state how the recording will be used.

Q    I am conducting an advisory board and would like to record the session so the discussion can be 
transcribed. May the advisory board sessions be recorded? 

 A   Yes, provided you obtained the prior approval and you have a signed release from the advisory board 
participants indicating that they are okay with being recorded. The release should state how the 
recording will be used.

WORK ENVIRONMENT
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The Company preserves the confidentiality of 
employee information and records consistent 
with law and uses it only for authorized and legally 
permitted business purposes.

Limited use of personal information: We collect, 
retain, and disclose personal information needed to 
support functions such as benefits, compensation, 
and payroll, as well as for other legally required 
reasons.

Disclosure of employee information: Human 
Resources, Legal Affairs, and Finance/Accounting, 
as applicable and in accordance with Company 
policy, are the only departments that may release 
or authorize the release of personal information 
about our employees. Absent legal process (such 
as a subpoena or court order), it is prohibited for 
any employee to reveal or divulge such information 
to another individual outside the Company or 
within the Company if such individual does not 
have the business need to know such information. 
Such prohibited disclosures include unauthorized 
disclosure of salary information of other employees 
as well as references for current or former 
employees. 

Privacy of Employee Information 

The Company respects the privacy of our employees’ personal information and 
safeguards the confidentiality of employee records.

Q    For what purpose may the Company use my personal information?

 A   The Company may collect and retain personal information needed to support functions such as benefits, 
compensation, and payroll, as well as for other legally required reasons. For instance, the Company 
uses certain personal information for purposes of required government reporting. We collect and provide 
information to our benefits and insurance vendors so that they can process your benefits coverage 
and claims. We also, at times, are legally required to produce information in our possession about our 
employees in connection with litigation or government requests. Any such disclosures are done only by 
the authorized Company department with the approvals required by Company policy. 

Reference: 

·   Use of E-mail, Voicemail, and Other Company Systems

WORK ENVIRONMENT

https://dsi.alertline.com
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To avoid the perception of coercion, employees 
may, in limited circumstances, and as approved by 
the Company, inform their colleagues that they are 
involved in a fundraising activity. Requests for support 
of these activities must be voluntary and without the 
perception of coercion.

Prohibited activities: The following activities are 
not permitted in the workplace or when utilizing 
Company e-mail or other systems:

•  Selling commercial goods or services (for 
example, clothing, jewelry, real estate, vacation 
planning, financial planning, etc.) 

•  Distributing literature or electronic or printed 
materials for commercial enterprises or other 
activities not related to an employee’s work

Permitted activities: Employees may, using good 
judgment, inform co-workers of the opportunity 
to contribute to or support charitable fund raising 
events such as:

•  Selling items of minimal value, such as Girl Scout 
cookies, candy bars, wrapping paper, cookie dough 

• Supporting runs/walks for charity

Unless written permission is granted by management, 
persons not employed by the Company are not 
allowed to distribute material or solicit employees 
on the Company’s premises at any time.

No coercion: Even in cases where solicitation 
is permitted, employees, vendors, and others 
should not be pressured to contribute or 
participate. Such solicitations should not be 
disruptive of Company business.

Company Premises Free from Solicitation 

The Company wants a workplace that is focused on Company business, free of 
interference and distraction from employees’ personal business. Our workplace  
must also be free of pressure or coercion to participate in non-Company activities. 

Q    I am running a marathon to raise money for The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society. May I ask co-workers 
to sponsor me?

 A   For Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. and American Regent, you may inform co-workers that you are involved in a 
fundraising activity and indicate how they may contribute if they desire to do so. You may not coerce or 
pressure any employee into contributing (for example, sending multiple requests or reminders). Under no 
circumstances may any solicitation be done in a manner that negatively impacts an employee who chooses 
not to participate. For Plexxikon, please refer to respective Company policies. 

WORK ENVIRONMENT

https://dsi.alertline.com
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The Company does not employ or do business    
with individuals who are debarred, excluded, or 
otherwise ineligible to participate in a state or federal 
healthcare program.

Q    I’m a manager and just found out that one of my employees pled guilty to a minor drug charge.  
His sentence is to do 100 hours of community service. He told me that he is innocent and pled guilty to 
avoid jail time. Is this something I have to report?

 A   Yes. The Company requires the ongoing disclosure of all criminal convictions (including, among others, 
any conviction where an appeal is pending) and debarments, exclusions, or debarment proceedings.  

Disclosure of Debarment and  
Criminal Convictions

We work in a highly regulated industry in which the law requires companies 
to ensure that their employees and Agents are not debarred or excluded from 
participating in federal healthcare programs.   

WORK ENVIRONMENT

As part of the hiring process, all employees must 
complete a certification of non-debarment and must 
disclose criminal convictions, to the extent permitted 
by applicable law, prior to commencement of 
employment.

Ongoing disclosure: Following the commencement 
of employment, the Company requires the ongoing 
immediate disclosure of all criminal convictions 
(including, among others, any conviction where an 
appeal is pending, where you are fined, or where you 
are awaiting sentencing) and debarments, exclusions, 
or debarment proceedings. This includes any 
conviction relating to illegal drugs/illegal use of legal 
drugs, and/or operating a vehicle while impaired/
under the influence.

The Company has adopted procedures to ensure 
that it does not utilize the services of Agents who are 
debarred or excluded.

The Company will not hire and will remove from 
all call lists or service agreements any healthcare 
professionals (HCPs) or Customers who have been 
debarred.

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Should an actual or potential conflict of interest 
arise, before acting, the employee must report it to 
the appropriate local senior management member 
or as otherwise set forth in local company policies 
and procedures, for direction on how to proceed in 
accordance with local laws, regulations, business 
customs and local company policies and procedure. 
Always err on the side of reporting a situation that 
may appear to be a conflict of interest. Often, just 
disclosing the potential conflict to the Company is 
the only action required. If you are not sure if you 
are involved in a situation that has the potential for a 
conflict of interest, discuss the situation with Human 
Resources (HR).

It is often difficult to know if an actual conflict of 
interest exists. The following are some examples of 
situations that would necessitate further evaluation:

• Running for elected office

•  Board membership for any healthcare organization 
or any for-profit corporation 

•  Family members or significant others working 
for Customers, competitors, vendors or for the 
Company

• Outside employment or a consulting role

• A volunteer position in a healthcare-related field

Employees have an obligation to put the interests 
of the Company ahead of their personal or financial 
interests. Employees are required to report any actual 
or perceived conflict of interest.

Conflicts of Interest Principles 

A conflict of interest may arise in any situation in which an employee’s loyalties are 
divided between business interests that, to some degree, are incompatible with 
the interests of the Company. Employees must avoid any situation where personal 
interests (or those of relatives, friends, or associates) might conflict, or even appear 
to conflict, with the best interests of the Company. Employees should not place 
themselves in situations that might force them to choose between their own personal 
or financial interests and the interests of the Company. These general principles 
on conflicts of interest apply to all of the subjects mentioned in these Standards of 
Business Conduct, as well as any issues encountered by employees that may not be 
mentioned here specifically.

Q    I work for the Market Research Department, and I am occasionally asked to do some consulting in market 
research for other companies. Does this Standard mean I can’t be involved in that work anymore outside  
of the Company?

 A   Maybe. For example, you cannot do this kind of work while you are employed by the Company if it will interfere 
with your commitments to the Company, if you will be exposed to confidential information of a competitor as 
a result of your research, or if you are asked to interpret research findings that involve Company products. 
The proposed consulting arrangement must be brought to the attention of your manager for review and 
discussion with Human Resources (HR) and Legal Affairs. American Regent employees must bring the proposed 
arrangement to the attention of HR, Legal Department, and Compliance. Plexxikon employees should bring the 
proposed arrangement to the attention of HR, or the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Legal Affairs.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

References: 

·   Employment of Relatives

·   Outside Employment 
and Activities

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Employees are required to disclose any personal or 
family relationships that they may have with vendors 
that they are in a position to recommend, refer, or 
influence the Company or its vendors to hire.

Employees may not recommend or hire any vendor 
in which they have an ownership interest (unless 
that interest is in a publicly traded security and 
the employee owns less than 5 percent of any 
outstanding class of securities), and may not earn 
any commission from or otherwise profit from any 
vendor’s business with the Company. 

At no time should an employee who is referring 
or recommending a vendor with whom they have 
an ownership interest or a personal relationship 
communicate an expectation or exert pressure on 
a colleague to consider for hire or to hire the vendor 
being referred. As mentioned above, when making 
a recommendation all such relationships must be 
disclosed. 

Any questions should be referred to your  
management or Human Resources. 

Conflicts with Vendors 

A conflict of interest can be created when employees use or recommend the 
use of vendors in which they have a significant financial interest or with whom 
they have a personal relationship, including the relationship employees have 
with a family member, significant other, or friend.  

Q    A manager in Clinical Operations has a personal friend who has extensive experience as a clinical research 
associate. The manager has a project that requires this expertise. Can the manager contract with this individual 
for the assignment if he discloses the fact that they are friends?

 A   Yes. If the individual is assessed objectively, based on required skills, expertise, competitive rates, and would 
be hired regardless of the friendship, then the friend may be hired if there is also clear disclosure in writing with 
management approval.  The pool of potential candidates genuinely considered for the role should not be limited 
to the employee’s friend.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Employees may not engage vendors to do work for the 
Company if there is a conflict of interest or the potential 
for a conflict of interest.

https://dsi.alertline.com
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To prevent actual conflicts of interest or the appearance 
of conflicts, Company policies may place limitations 
on gifts to employees from vendors, from our own 
Company, and from other employees.

•  Employees are prohibited from soliciting and/or 
otherwise requesting any gift from any vendor, HCP, 
and/or Customer.

•  Giving personal gifts to HCPs or Customers is 
strictly prohibited, whether Company or personal 
funds are used.

•  The acceptance of nonmonetary gifts or business 
courtesies from vendors, suppliers, or consultants 
who are not Customers or HCPs is acceptable  
in very limited circumstances that do not  
create the appearance of a conflict of interest.   
 
 
 

Applicable Company policies must be consulted before 
accepting any gift. Employees may not accept goods 
or services from vendors for less than market value.

•  Gifts to Company employees from the Company  
or other employees may be limited by policy.

• Items designed primarily for the education of 
patients or HCPs, as well as items designed for 
use by patients to assist in the administration or 
management of their condition, may be provided 
under limited circumstances: prior approval as 
required by Company processes; if the item is 
not of substantial value ($100 or less); the items 
do not have value to an HCP outside of his or her 
professional responsibilities and are consistent with 
the PhRMA Code on Interactions with Healthcare 
Professionals and all applicable Company policies. 
Other items of value, not in compliance with these 
requirements, may not be provided to HCPs.

Any gift, whether given or received, that creates an 
appearance of compromising the employee’s judgment  
or the integrity of the Company, or that interferes with  
job responsibilities is prohibited.

Employees may not accept or give any money, gratuities, 
or any other personal gifts or benefits either from or to 
Customers or HCPs under any circumstances. 

Giving and Receiving of Gifts 

Gifts have the potential to inappropriately influence behavior or may give the 
appearance of inappropriate influence.

Ethical relationships with healthcare professionals (HCPs) are critical to our mission 
of helping patients by developing and marketing new medicines. The giving or 
exchange of gifts with HCPs, Customers, or vendors may create the appearance of 
a conflict of interest or kickback and is prohibited by the Company.

Ethical relationships with our vendors are also critical to ensuring that Company 
resources are utilized only to pay for necessary, qualified vendors free from personal 
interest of individual Company employees.

In addition, the work environment should not be inappropriately influenced by gift 
giving among employees, and Company funds should only be used  
for employee gifts under limited circumstances.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
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Q    I was talking to the account manager from our ad agency about how hard it is to get good tickets to the big 
new hit on Broadway. She said she has connections and can get me two tickets. May I accept the tickets?

 A   No. The Company prohibits employees from soliciting or requesting gifts from vendors.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Giving and Receiving of Gifts

Any gift, whether given or received, that creates an 
appearance of compromising the employee’s judgment  
or the integrity of the Company, or that interferes with  
job responsibilities is prohibited.

Employees may not accept or give any money, gratuities, 
or any other personal gifts or benefits either from or to 
Customers or HCPs under any circumstances. 

https://dsi.alertline.com
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The Company requires employees to disclose, to 
Human Resources (HR), that a relative, significant other, 
or co-habitant is employed by, or seeking employment 
with, the Company. In some cases where a conflict 
exists, the employee(s) may be transferred to another 
location or position, or one or both employees may 
have to seek other employment.

The Company may require employees to disclose to 
HR any relative, significant other, or co-habitant who 
is employed by a Company vendor, a competitor, or 
providing services to a competitor of the Company.   

Relatives means persons who are related to one 
another by birth, marriage, by registered domestic/civil 
union partnership, or by legal guardianship or adoption.

Co-habitants means persons who share a primary 
residence with one another, regardless of whether they 
are relatives or are involved in an intimate personal/
romantic relationship.

Significant others means persons who are in an 
intimate personal/romantic relationship with one 
another but who are not married or in a registered 
domestic/civil union partnership with one another.

Competitors means companies whose product 
directly competes with a Company-marketed product 
(for example, products used to treat the same medical 
condition or in the same product class) and/or who 
has a product in Phase II of clinical research or 
beyond that will compete with a currently marketed 
product by the Company or will compete with a 
Company pipeline product.

Services to a competitor means services whereby 
the individual would have access to competitive 
messages and/or strategies (for example, ad 
agencies, print services, consulting services, etc.).  

The Company will not employ the relatives, co-habitants, or 
significant others of an employee in positions where a conflict 
of interest may exist given the nature of the employee’s role or 
where one supervises or can directly or indirectly influence the 
terms and conditions of employment of the other. 

The Company may, by policy, also place additional limitations 
or prohibitions on employment of relatives, co-habitants, or 
significant others of employees based on the employee’s title, 
level, role, or position in the Company.   

Employment of Relatives 

The employment of relatives, co-habitants, or significant others may cause serious 
conflicts, perceptions of favoritism, and problems with employee morale. As a 
result the employment of such persons is limited by the Company.   

Q    I am a Sales Representative. My sister recently lost her job at another pharmaceutical company. I know we have an 
opening in clinical development that she would be perfect for. May I send her resume to the hiring manager?

 A   Since the open position would not be reporting to you, you may submit her resume, but in all respects her application for 
employment must follow the normal application and screening process.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
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Employees are required to disclose and obtain 
Company approval before participating in 
certain outside employment and activities.  More 
specifically, employees shall notify their Human 
Resources representative (who may thereafter 
engage other departments at the Company, 
such as Legal Affairs and Compliance, as well 
as the employee’s management depending on 
the circumstances and Company policy) if the 
employee plans to:

•  Pursue or hold local, county, state or federal 
public office;

•  Serve on the board of directors or as an officer of 
any for-profit entity, any healthcare-related not-for-
profit entity or any healthcare-related professional 
association;

•  Engage in any healthcare-related employment or 
consulting activities; and/or

•  Engage in any activities that may conflict, or 
be perceived to conflict, with the Company’s 
business interests.

It is important to remember that any such outside 
employment and activities must occur on the 
employee’s own time and not during normal 
business hours. The use of Company property, 
systems, resources, and/or facilities during the 
course of such outside employment or activities is 
not permitted.

Company policy does not prohibit an employee from 
engaging in lawful off-hour activities, or employment 
that does not create, or appear to create, a conflict 
of interest with the Company’s business interests or 
interfere with the employee’s job performance. 

Outside Employment and Activities 

The Company limits outside employment and activities but does not prohibit 
employees from engaging in lawful off-hour activities, provided that the activities 
do not create a perceived or real conflict of interest with the Company’s 
interests or interfere with job performance. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Employees are required to disclose, in advance, 
any proposed outside activities or employment 
that may potentially interfere with job performance 
or that may conflict, or appear to conflict, with the 
Company’s interests. 

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Employees are required to disclose, in advance, 
any proposed outside activities or employment 
that may potentially interfere with job performance 
or that may conflict, or appear to conflict, with the 
Company’s interests. 

Outside Employment and Activities

Q    I have been asked to take a position on the board of my local chapter of the Visiting Nurse Association.  
Do I have to get permission from the Company, even if it’s a not-for-profit organization?

 A   Yes. You must notify Human Resources of the request and get approval from your manager, Senior 
Management, and the head of Human Resources before taking the position on the board. If you are a 
Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. or American Regent employee, you also must also get the approval of Legal Affairs or 
the Legal Department.

Q    I am a pharmacist and would like to work in one of my local retail pharmacies one weekend each month.  
Is that allowed?  

A   We do have some employees who “moonlight” as pharmacists. However, the answer to whether this is a 
conflict may depend on your role here at the Company and the specific retail pharmacy involved. So, you 
should let your manager know and then work with Human Resources, your manager, and Senior Management 
to determine if it would be acceptable. Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. employees must also consult with Legal Affairs, 
and American Regent employees must also consult with the Legal Department. If approved, the Company will 
outline any requirements or limitations on the outside role to help avoid a conflict or the appearance of a conflict. 

Q    I work in the Finance Department as an accountant, and I would like to work the late shift and weekends  
at a local home improvement store to help pay for my daughter’s college tuition. Do I need permission  
from the Company?

 A   No, as long as your second job does not interfere with your ability to do your Company job. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
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•  All promotional materials for the Company’s products 
must be approved through the Company committee 
responsible for reviewing all advertising and 
promotional materials (e.g., Product Material Review 
Team (PMRT)). Employees may not change, alter, 
modify, or create their own promotional materials or 
use them outside of the scope of approval.

•  Promotion of off-label uses for a product is prohibited.

•  When promoting Company products, employees must 
provide a fair balance of safety (including side effects 
and contraindications) and effectiveness information.

•  The Company does not disparage or make false 
statements about competitor products.

•  Any promotional presentations by a Company 
employee must be consistent with the content 
approved by the Company committee responsible 
for reviewing all advertising and promotional materials 
(e.g., PMRT).

The Company promotes its products in a truthful, 
accurate, and nonmisleading manner consistent with 
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—approved 
labeling (product Prescribing Information, or “PI”). 
Proactive communication about Company products 
by any employee is subject to FDA regulations. These 
regulations require that all promotional product 
discussions be consistent with the PI, not be misleading, 
and include a fair balance between the risks and benefits 
of the product.

The Company has adopted and adheres to the  
PhRMA Code on Interactions With Healthcare 
Professionals (October 2019) and the PhRMA Direct to 
Consumer Advertising Principles (October 2018).

Promotional and Advertising Information 

The Company is committed to providing truthful, accurate, and fairly balanced 
promotional messages for its products, regardless of the medium of delivery. 

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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Q    I am a Sales Representative and found a study in the New England Journal of Medicine that has positive evidence 
for one of our products. Can I show this study to healthcare professionals (HCPs)?

 A   No. Field-based employees may only use materials that have been approved for use by the Company committee 
responsible for reviewing all advertising and promotional materials (e.g., PMRT), so the piece may only be shown to 
an HCP if specifically approved for that use, and in such case, only if presented consistently with all accompanying 
training materials or direction provided by the Company as approved by such committee. Never use material, even 
if it is consistent with the product label, unless it has been approved by PMRT or other such review committee. If 
you are unsure if a piece of material is approved, contact your manager.

Q    The sales organization just received new data on our product, which is very exciting. May I copy messages 
verbatim from the Master Visual Aid and put it in a text message to key Customers or HCPs? 

 A   No. Promotional messages are approved by the Company committee responsible for reviewing all advertising and 
promotional materials (e.g., PMRT) in the context of the communication vehicle. A text message, a written note, or 
communication via any other vehicle would not be considered approved even if the communication was verbatim, 
because the context has changed. Only pieces that have been approved by such committee may be used by 
Field Sales.     

Q    I am a Medical Science Liaison (MSL), and I am going to spend an hour with an HCP whom I have known for 
several years and who is a paid promotional speaker for the Company. My plan for today’s visit is to discuss with 
her a new Phase IV study about one of our products that shows good efficacy for a use that is not included in 
current product labeling. Can I discuss this as a professional medical colleague as part of “scientific exchange”?

 A   No. Even if you are an MSL and a member of Medical Affairs, you cannot initiate a discussion with an HCP about  
off-label data in this context, even if the HCP is a paid consultant for the Company.

Promotional and Advertising Information 

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS

The Company promotes its products in a truthful, accurate, and 
nonmisleading manner consistent with US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA)—approved labeling (product Prescribing Information, or “PI”). 
Proactive communication about Company products by any employee is 
subject to FDA regulations. These regulations require that all promotional 
product discussions be consistent with the PI, not be misleading, and 
include a fair balance between the risks and benefits of the product.

The Company has adopted and adheres to the  
PhRMA Code on Interactions With Healthcare Professionals 
(October 2019) and the PhRMA Direct to Consumer Advertising 
Principles (October 2018).
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Off-label information is information about marketed 
Company products that is not consistent with 
the FDA approved labeling (product Prescribing 
Information, or “PI”), including information about a 
use outside of the FDA approved indication for a 
product, or a use at a dosage or in a population not 
approved in a product PI. However, there are specific 
and limited circumstances when authorized Company 
employees may appropriately provide off-label 
information to HCPs, Customers, and the public.

The Company may engage contracted HCPs or 
other third-party advisers for a legitimate business 
purpose, such as advisory boards or clinical 
investigator meetings. In the context of such 
meetings, it may be appropriate to proactively 
provide off-label information to such advisers, if 
necessary, to gain their opinion, feedback, advice, 
on scientific, clinical, or business subjects. Any such 
disclosures may only occur as part of an event that 
is reviewed and approved under Company policies 
and procedures that are designed to require that 
such disclosures are not in fact for purposes of 
promoting products off-label.

In certain circumstances the Company may 
proactively provide off-label information about 

Company products to the public or the media via 
press releases or other public announcements or 
presentations, consistent with law and regulation 
and when approved under applicable Company 
policies and procedures. Any such disclosures of 
information — by authorized Company personnel 
only — must be truthful, accurate, scientifically valid 
and balanced, and complete.

The Company may respond to unsolicited requests 
for off-label information about the Company’s 
products. Company employees may not suggest 
or prompt a request for off-label information. The 
response to such a request must only be made by 
authorized Company personnel, must be limited 
to the information requested, and must be truthful, 
accurate, scientifically valid and balanced, and 
complete.  

As a sponsor of a clinical study, the Company has 
a responsibility to provide investigators with the 
information they need to conduct an investigation 
properly and ensure that investigators are properly 
informed of significant new adverse effects or 
risks with respect to the drug. This may include 
proactively providing off-label information about a 
currently marketed product.

Off-Label Information 

 
The Company will only promote its pharmaceutical products that have been given 
marketing approval by the FDA. Any promotion will be consistent with the FDA’s 
approved uses for such products and consistent with the Company’s policies and 
procedures. Off-label promotion is prohibited.  

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS

Off-label information may be provided only by 
authorized Company personnel, in a manner that is 
consistent with applicable law and regulation, according 
to applicable Company policies and procedures. Any 
such off-label information must be truthful, accurate, 
scientifically valid and balanced, and complete.
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Q    I work on a clinical development team, and we are conducting an investigators’ meeting. I need to provide 
an investigator brochure and new unpublished data on an investigational use of our product. Is this 
permitted under Company policy?

 A   Yes. The Company has a responsibility to provide investigators with the information they need to properly 
conduct a clinical study and ensure that the investigators are properly informed of significant new adverse 
events or risks with respect to the drug.

Q    I am a Product Manager who is getting ready to launch a new indication for one of our marketed products. 
As this is a new indication for the product for which the Company does not presently have sufficient 
expertise or experience I would like to convene an advisory board with 12 physicians knowledgeable in this 
area to provide feedback in several specific areas where there is a documented need. May I conduct this 
advisory board and provide the relevant off-label data and anticipated new use to these experts before the 
product is approved?  

 A   Yes. You have a legitimate business need to engage outside experts to provide direction and advice in the 
specific areas where feedback is required. It is appropriate to share off-label information that is relevant to 
the specific areas requiring feedback with the experts to answer the questions that you have documented. 
The advisory board must be approved by the Programs and Grants Committee. The experts must be 
contracted with in advance and paid no more than fair market value for their services.  

Q    I am a Sales Representative. I mentioned to one of my physicians that there are data published in JAMA 
today to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of a new use for one of our products. She asked for the data, 
and I referred her to the Call Center to get the information from Medical Affairs. Did I handle this correctly?

 A   No. You must not discuss new off-label information with HCPs, even if it is published widely. Your 
discussion could constitute off-label promotion. In addition, since you prompted the physician’s request 
for the off-label data, the physician’s request is not “unsolicited,” and the physician should not have been 
referred to the Call Center.

Off-Label Information

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS

Off-label information may be provided only by 
authorized Company personnel, in a manner that is 
consistent with applicable law and regulation, according 
to applicable Company policies and procedures. Any 
such off-label information must be truthful, accurate, 
scientifically valid and balanced, and complete.
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Generally, business arrangements with HCPs 
and Customers may take different forms; some 
may be for promotional services, others medical 
or purely scientific. However, each arrangement 
must be documented by a contract; compensation 
must always be based on fair market value (FMV); 
the engagement must be approved through the 
applicable Company processes (e.g., Programs and 
Grants Committee “PGC”); and all payments must 
be recorded by the Company.  

The Company will not take into account the volume 
or value of any referrals or business involving 
Company products or services that have been, 
are, or may be generated by the HCP or Customer 
when the Company is considering entering into a 
business arrangement. Also, the Company will not 
pay an HCP or Customer more than FMV for actual 
services rendered. FMV includes both monetary 
compensation that is provided by check, as well 
as compensation in kind (for example, textbooks, 
electronic medical information subscription).

Any financial arrangements, meals, or any items of 
value provided to HCPs will comply with the PhRMA 
Code on Interactions With Healthcare Professionals 
(January 2009).  

Company decision-making processes ensure 
that financial support (for example, grants and 
business arrangements) to entities such as 
professional organizations, patient advocacy 

groups, and other similar organizations, are free 
of any inappropriate influences.

All HCP payments, items of educational value, 
grants, and contributions must be approved in 
advance through formal Company processes.

DEFINITIONS:
Customers are any entity involved in the purchasing 
or prescribing of a Company product, including, 
but not limited to, purchasing groups, hospitals, 
medical schools, nursing homes, pharmacies, risk 
and non-risk bearing payers (e.g., PBMs, HMOs, 
PPOs, ACOs, etc.), physician/veterinarian/dental 
groups, integrated health systems, drug wholesalers 
and distributors (primary or secondary), and federal 
and state government entities (e.g., CMS, VA, DoD, 
Federal Health Exchanges, etc.). “Customers” 
also includes any employees or staff of such 
entities involved in decisions related to purchasing, 
prescribing or review of Company products.

Healthcare professionals are all medical 
professionals including, but not limited to, 
physicians, medical students, nurses, nurse 
practitioners, physician assistants, pharmacists 
and medical technicians. “HCP” also includes 
other employees or staff involved in purchasing or 
prescribing decisions including, but not limited to, 
formulary and Pharmacy & Therapeutics (“P&T”) 
committee members.

Providing Payments or Items of Value 

The Company’s relationships with healthcare professionals (HCPs) and Customers are 
intended to enhance the practice of medicine. Interactions should be focused on informing 
HCPs and Customers about products, providing scientific and educational information, 
and supporting medical research and education. 

The Company only compensates HCPs and Customers for Company-requested bona fide 
services. The Company does not pay HCPs or Customers to incentivize them to prescribe, 
order, purchase, or recommend any product, or as a reward for having done so.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS

The Company does not pay or provide items of value to HCPs or 
Customers with the intent to induce them to prescribe, promote, 
recommend, or gain a favorable formulary position for any Company 
products and only retains their services at FMV for legitimate and 
needed business reasons. 
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The Company does not pay or provide items of 
value to HCPs or Customers with the intent to 
induce them to prescribe, promote, recommend, or 
gain a favorable formulary position for any Company 
products and only retains their services at FMV for 
legitimate business reasons. 

Providing Payments or Items of Value 

Q    We are holding an advisory board meeting of physicians about one of our marketed products in a few 
months in order to obtain feedback on Phase IV study design. Most attendees are flying in from out of 
town. We would like to provide all attendees with a gift to thank them for coming such a long way: a 
leather travel kit valued at $75. Is this permitted? 

 A   No. The PhRMA Code on Interactions With Healthcare Professionals precludes the provision of items of 
value to HCPs, unless the items are specifically intended for use in educating HCPs and/or their patients, 
do not have value to the HCP outside of his/her professional responsibilities, and are not of substantial 
value ($100 or less). As such, the leather travel kit does not comply with the PhRMA Code and would not 
be appropriate, even though it has a value of less than $100, because it is a personal gift unrelated to 
educating HCPs or patients.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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The Company treats prescriber data as sensitive to 
the prescriber and will not share the data with the 
prescriber, other prescribers, competitors, and/or any 
other third parties in any manner inconsistent with the 
applicable purchase agreement, state law, and/or the 
American Medical Association PDRP. 

The Company complies with state laws on use 
of prescriber data and the American Medical 
Association Physician Data Restriction Program 
(PDRP). The PDRP offers physicians the 
option of withholding their prescriber data from 
pharmaceutical sales representatives and their 
immediate supervisors.  

Use of Prescriber Data and Other Market Data 

Prescriber data and other market information that the Company obtains or purchases 
is the Company’s confidential information and must be treated as such.  

Q    When looking at my prescriber data report, I noticed that a physician in my territory has not prescribed  
one of my products for the last two months. Is it okay for me to ask him why?

 A   It is not appropriate for you to share prescriber data or to reference your specific knowledge of such data 
with your physician, even if it is about that physician herself. For example, it would not be appropriate to 
say, “Doctor, based on the prescriber data we get, I am aware that you have not been writing our product 
for the last two months.”  

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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The Company competes vigorously, independently, 
and in strict compliance with the antitrust laws of  
the United States.

To comply with antitrust laws, employees may not 
have any discussions with competitors concerning 
confidential Company or competitor information, 
including without limitation:

• Past, present, or future prices 

• Pricing policies 

• Price trends 

• Bids 

• Discounts 

• Promotions 

• Terms or conditions of sales 

• Customers 

• Profits 

• Market shares 

• Territories in which products are sold  

Employees may not deal or contract with 
suppliers and Customers in a manner that unfairly 
restricts trade or excludes competitors from the 
marketplace.

Additionally, employees may not work with 
other third parties to boycott certain Customers, 
Healthcare Professionals, or vendors.

Any business decision related to the selection, 
termination, restriction, or significant modification 
of the Company’s relationship with Customers 
or competitors, pricing determinations, use 
of competitor information, as well as potential 
mergers and acquisitions requires consultation 
with legal counsel and approval through formal 
Company processes.

Fair Competition and Antitrust 

Antitrust laws protect free enterprise. In general, these laws prohibit business 
activities that restrict free trade and competition, such as agreements between 
competitors to fix prices or reduce availability of a product. 

Q    As a Marketing Manager, I am planning on attending a trade association meeting that includes some of 
our competitors and have been invited to participate in a roundtable event. Are there any rules I should be 
aware of?

 A   Yes. These meetings pose certain risks because they bring together competitors to discuss matters of 
mutual concern. You should consult applicable Company policies and/or get advice from Legal Affairs 
before participating in such a meeting.  

If you have any questions about antitrust compliance, you should contact the Legal Affairs Department.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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The Company does not accept or solicit confidential 
or proprietary information belonging to third parties 
or competitors. 

It is permissible to gather information on competitors 
from public sources such as websites, press briefings, 
publications, and public presentations by competitors 
or Customers. However, employees may not request 
or acquire confidential or proprietary information 
belonging to competitors or other persons.

The use of research vendors to obtain publicly 
available information is permissible. However, the 
vendor may only obtain information in a legal and 
ethical manner in compliance with all laws, Company 
policies, and confidentiality agreements. A vendor may 
never be used to obtain information that is confidential 
or proprietary to other companies. Employees looking 
to collect or hire a vendor to collect competitive 
information must first consult with the Legal Affairs 
Department, except for Plexxikon employees, who 
must consult with the Chief Executive Officer.

•  The Company will not ask Company employees 
to disclose confidential information from prior 
employment, and employees should not solicit 
confidential information from prior employers.

•  If exposed to confidential information of another 
company, our employees should not distribute 
or use the information and should immediately 
forward the information to Legal Affairs, except 
that Plexxikon employees must forward the 
information to the Chief Executive Officer.

•  The Company will not put current or former 
employees of other companies in a position 
to violate their own confidentiality obligations 
by asking them to provide our Company with 
proprietary or confidential information.

Competitive Business Intelligence 

The Company respects the confidential and proprietary information of other 
companies. The gathering of publicly available competitive information is necessary 
to compete in business and is generally permitted. When employees are involved in 
the gathering of publicly available competitive information, however, they must do so 
in accordance with applicable laws and confidentiality agreements. 

Q    I just joined the organization as a Manager in Managed Care and came from one of the Company’s primary 
competitors. One of my colleagues was asking me about how my former employer plans to deal with the 
evolving managed care environment. Is it okay to answer the question?

 A   No. You should never disclose the confidential and proprietary information of any of your prior employers 
or companies with whom you have had prior business dealings. If anyone at the Company suggests that 
you disclose such information, you should contact the Legal Affairs Department or Compliance, except that 
Plexxikon employees should contact the CEO.

Q    My manager asked me to reach out to some colleagues at the clinical research organization I used to work 
for to find out details of the new study they are doing with one of our competitors. Is this okay?

 A   No. You may not reach out to employees at another organization to collect confidential information. 

Q    I was in a doctor’s office today, and the office staff asked if I wanted a copy of our competitor’s new detail 
piece. Is it okay for me to accept?  

 A   Yes. It is okay to accept publicly available information. Never ask for or accept any material that is identified 
as confidential.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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Bribery and Corruption 

Employees and anyone acting on our behalf are prohibited from directly or indirectly 
paying or providing anything of value to government officials to improperly influence 
or gain unfair business advantage.   

Q    Are facilitation payments to non-US government officials allowed (for example, payment to facilitate visas 
or provide mail services)?

 A   No. Facilitation payments may never be used, even where otherwise permitted by law.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS

As a leading developer of innovative new 
pharmaceuticals, the Company must be 
particularly sensitive to bribery and corruption 
issues because governments and government 
employees are often both the regulators of our 
products and Customers.

Also, many of the healthcare professionals 
(HCPs) and scientists with whom we interact 
are employees of public institutions and may be 
considered government officials. For this reason, 
no employee should ever make a payment or 
provide a benefit in any form that is intended to 
improperly influence, or even appears to improperly 
influence, a government official’s actions.

•  Company employees may not offer or 
provide any form of gift or payment to HCPs 
or Customers to induce them to prescribe, 
recommend, or place in a favorable formulary 
position any Company products.

•  Employees are prohibited from directly or 
indirectly paying, giving, promising, gifting, 
authorizing, or offering money or anything of 
value to any domestic or foreign public official or 
other third parties, on behalf of the company, to 
obtain commercial benefit or advantage.

•  Employees must also not commit such acts 
using third parties who provide services to the 
Company.

•  The Company’s interactions 
with HCPs should be 
focused on informing them 

about our products, providing scientific and 
educational information, supporting medical 
research, and education. 

•  The Company has issued a Global Anti-Bribery 
& Anti-Corruption (ABAC) Policy, which is 
positioned as a supplement to the Daiichi 
Sankyo Group Corporate Conduct Charter and 
the Daiichi Sankyo Group Individual Conduct 
Principles, and that applies to all executives, 
employees and contingent workers of all Daiichi 
Sankyo Group Companies. This global policy 
establishes the minimum standards of global 
anti-bribery and anti-corruption rules and 
principles to promote ethical business conduct 
and ensure compliance with anti-bribery and 
anti-corruption laws and regulations across the 
entire Daiichi Sankyo Group. All executives, 
employees and contingent workers must 
maintain high ethical standards by adhering to all 
applicable laws and industry codes, and internal 
policies, procedures and conduct codes of the 
Company, which may impose more stringent 
requirements than the Global ABAC Policy. In 
addition, Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. and American 
Regent have each issued ABAC policies that 
apply to executives, employees and contingent 
workers of  each respective company.

The Company maintains high ethical standards and 
will not seek business advantages through unethical  
or illegal means.  

https://dsi.alertline.com
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We do not support or conduct our business with nations, 
entities, groups, or individuals with whom the United States 
prohibits trade, nor do we participate in prohibited boycotts.

Antiboycott laws are adopted to encourage and, 
in some cases, require US companies to refuse to 
participate in foreign boycotts that the United States 
does not sanction. They have the effect of preventing 
US companies from being used to implement foreign 
policies of other nations that run counter to US policy. 
The Arab League boycott of Israel is the principal 
foreign economic boycott that US companies must be 
concerned with today. The antiboycott laws, however, 
apply to all boycotts imposed by foreign countries that 
are not sanctioned by the United States. The types of 
activities prohibited under antiboycott laws include:

•  Agreements to refuse or actual refusal to do business 
with or in Israel

•  Agreements to discriminate or actual discrimination 
against other persons based on race, religion, sex, 
national origin, or nationality

•  Agreements to furnish or actual furnishing of 
information about race, religion, sex, or national origin 
of another person

•  Implementing letters of credit containing prohibited 
boycott terms or conditions

Import/export controls: The Company will not 
knowingly import from or export to countries against 
which there is a US embargo or individuals or 
organizations with which contact is prohibited by 
the US government. The Office of Foreign Assets 
Control (OFAC) of the US Department of the Treasury 
administers and enforces economic and trade 
sanctions based on US foreign policy and national 
security goals against targeted foreign countries and 
regimes, terrorists, international narcotics traffickers, 
those engaged in activities related to the proliferation 

of weapons of mass destruction, and other threats to 
the national security, foreign policy, or economy of the 
United States.

•  OFAC maintains a list of sanctioned countries. 
Depending on the country, OFAC may freeze assets 
of embargoed countries, prohibit payment of funds 
to individuals and countries on the embargo list, 
prohibit provision of services to countries subject to 
US sanctions or provide other sanctions. Currently, 
sanctioned regions and countries include the Balkans, 
Belarus, Burundi, Central African Republic, Cuba, 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, 
Libya, Mali, Nicaragua, North Korea, Somalia, Sudan 
and Darfur, Syria, Ukraine/Russia, Venezuela, Yemen, 
and Zimbabwe. The list of sanctioned countries 
is updated periodically. Any employee conducting 
business in these regions, or any country on an OFAC 
sanction program, must consult with the Legal Affairs 
Department before engaging in such activity

•  “Exports” include not only the shipment of physical 
goods, but also the transfer of services or technology 
through methods such as e-mail, conferences, 
meetings, and site visits

•  The Company will not do business with any individu-
als or companies owned or controlled by, or acting 
for or on behalf of, countries identified by OFAC. 
OFAC also lists individuals, groups, and entities, such 
as terrorists and narcotics traffickers designated 
under programs that are not country-specific. Such 
individuals and companies are called “Specially 
Designated Nationals” or “SDNs.” Their assets are 
blocked and US companies and the Company are 
generally prohibited from dealing with them

International Trade 

International trade is fundamental to maintaining a global economy but requires 
awareness and diligence by organizations to ensure their business associations  
are with appropriate countries, individuals, and organizations.  

If you have any questions about compliance with the antiboycott laws or import/export control laws, you should 
contact the Legal Affairs Department.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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The Company complies with all state and federal laws 
regarding tracking and reporting in connection with 
payments or transfers of value to HCPs. 

Employees are responsible for accurately recording 
and reporting all reportable expenses required 
under applicable federal and state laws, including, 
but not limited to:

•  Payments or items of value (for example, meals 
and travel) to teaching institutions and physicians

• Payments to clinical investigators

•  Payments to consultants and speakers in 
conjunction with promotional programs, fee-for-
service arrangements, or other engagements 
permitted by law and by Company policies

Transparency and Reporting Requirements 

The Company is committed to the timely public disclosure of information about its 
financial relationships with healthcare professionals (HCPs), as required by law.  

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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Adverse event reporting for marketed 
products: An adverse event includes any 
unintended experience associated with the  
use of a drug, any unanticipated exposure, 
overdose, abuse, misuse, medication error, 
product defect, or product quality complaint.

All Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. employees must report 
any and all adverse events within twenty-four 
(24) hours of first becoming aware of any 
adverse event associated with a marketed 
Daiichi Sankyo product to the Contact Center at 
877-4-DS-PROD (877-437-7763). All American 
Regent employees and Agents must report any 
and all adverse events associated with American 
Regent products within twenty-four (24) hours 
to American Regent’s Pharmacovigilance 
Department at 800-734-9236 or via e-mail at 
pv@americanregent.com. All Plexxikon Inc. 
employees must report any and all adverse 
events associated with Plexxikon products 
within twenty-four (24) hours to Gideon Bollag, 
CEO, Plexxikon Inc. via email at 
gbollag@plexxikon.com or  
510-647-4062. Adverse events 
must be reported whether or 
not the event is considered to 
be drug related.

The duty to report an adverse event arises 
regardless of where, when, or how the  
information was brought to the attention of a 
Company employee. 

Examples include information:

• Learned during a presentation in the office or 
during a meeting with a vendor, healthcare 
professional (HCP), and Customer

• Brought to a Company employee’s attention 
by friends, neighbors, acquaintances, or 
competitors

• Learned at work or in non-work situations

• Discovered spontaneously

• Communicated in person or remotely (for 
example, electronically)

Adverse event reporting for clinical studies: 
Adverse event reporting for products in clinical 
studies shall follow the requirements as outlined  
in the clinical study protocol.  

American Regent

Patient Safety and Adverse Event Reporting 

The safety of patients using our products is paramount, and the safe participation of 
clinical trial subjects is critical to the development of compounds developed by the 
Company. We conduct clinical studies in a manner that recognizes the importance of 
safety and respects research subjects, and we take precautions established to protect 
both research subjects and patients who use our marketed products.

Q    What information do I need to report an adverse event?

 A   Always call with whatever information you have, even if it is incomplete. Ideally, though, try to obtain the following:

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS

1. Reporter information, including contact details (phone 
number, mailing address, etc.). The reporter may be 
a patient, another consumer, an HCP, or anyone else 
with knowledge of the adverse event;

2. If the reporter is not the treating HCP, obtain the 
contact information, including phone number(s), for 
the treating HCP;

3. The name of the product and information regarding 
how the product was used (indication, dosage, 
duration of use, etc.);

4. Patient information, including age, patient identifier 
(e.g., patient initials or other description), gender, 

medical history, and contact information;
5. A brief description of the adverse event using as 

many of the actual words in the original communica-
tion as was initially communicated to the employee;

6. The date that the adverse event was communicated 
to the employee or the date he/she first became 
aware of the adverse event;

7. When available, the lot number of the product the 
patient used; and

8. In case the adverse event relates to a clinical study, 
follow all other requirements as set forth in the 
study protocol.

We are committed to the safety of subjects who participate 
in our clinical trials and patients who use our products, as 
well as the accurate and timely reporting of adverse events 
for both marketed products and development compounds.
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The Company discloses and communicates its 
scientific data and results in an accurate and timely 
manner, including the listing of our clinical trial 
protocols on clinicaltrials.gov. The Company has 
adopted and adheres to PhRMA Principles on 
Conduct of Clinical Trials and Communication of 
Clinical Trial Results (June 2015).

The Company has adopted procedures by which its sponsored 
clinical trials are registered, and results are disclosed for public 
viewing on www.ClinicalTrials.gov, the databank administered by 
the US National Library of Medicine. Disclosing information about 
clinical trials sponsored by the Company in a public portal helps 
achieve the Company policy of transparency regarding clinical trials, 
and also achieves compliance with US federal and state regulations 
regarding clinical trial disclosure.

Transparency of Clinical Data 

The Company is committed to the transparency of clinical trials that it sponsors. 
We recognize that there are important public health benefits that result from making 
appropriate clinical trial information widely available to healthcare professionals 
(HCPs), patients, and the public. Our disclosures, however, maintain protections for 
patient privacy, Company intellectual property, and contract rights, as well as comply 
with legislative requirements and patent law practices. As sponsors, we verify data 
from all study sites, and we ensure the accuracy and integrity of our study database. 

Q    Do we have to post ALL clinical results on clinicaltrials.gov? For example, do we have to post the results 
from a post hoc analysis of clinical data that looks at data and results that weren’t in the original protocol 
and/or statistical analysis plan? What about results that are not positive?

 A   The regulations require the reporting of clinical results, regardless of whether they are positive or negative.    

Q    Do the data posted on clinicaltrial.gov and in the clinical study report have to match exactly?

 A   Clinicaltrials.gov sometimes requires data that are not included in the clinical study report. For example,  
we may need to post demographic information on the entire study population, which is not included in  
the clinical study report.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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The Company will hold confidential any patient-
identifying data we come in contact with during the 
normal course of business and use it only for the 
purposes for which permission was granted. 

We employ procedures to prevent such personal 
information from being released to Company 
employees and provide education on how to 
appropriately handle this information should it be 
inappropriately released into our possession. 

We ensure that clinical research organizations 
(CROs) and investigators receive training to inform 
them of the importance of not releasing personal 
subject information to the Company as the sponsor. 

We ensure that informed consent forms (ICFs) 
for sponsored studies contain appropriate 
wording under the Health Information Privacy and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) legislation and European 
Data Protection legislation, and other country-
specific laws and regulations informing subjects of 
their rights and what will happen to their data.

Privacy of Patient Information in Clinical Studies 

Respecting the privacy of subjects in our sponsored clinical studies is critically 
important to the Company. There are times when legitimate research activity 
may necessitate the review of a patient’s medical record or the collection of 
personal information. 

Q   I received some clinical data with a patient’s name included. What should I do? 

 A    Contact your manager, as well as Legal Affairs, to determine whether there are any notification 
requirements and other requirements that need to be implemented in order to address the 
privacy breach.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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The Company prides itself on providing beneficial, 
safe, and reliable pharmaceuticals to patients. 
Our clinical research is conducted under the 
direction of qualified medical and scientific 
personnel and according to applicable standards 
of medical and clinical ethics. We educate all 
employees engaged in research and development 
to ensure that they adhere to ethical standards 
in their research and development activities. We 
conduct our clinical trials in compliance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki, the Guideline for Good 
Clinical Practice of the International Conference 

on Harmonisation (ICH), the PhRMA Principles 
on Conduct of Clinical Trials and Communication 
of Clinical Trial Results (June 2015), and all 
applicable local laws and regulations, including 
the disclosure obligations of the Food and Drug 
Administration Amendments Act (2007).

Company responsibilities in conducting clinical 
trials include the management and oversight of 
study activities to ensure the rights and well-being 
of human subjects are protected, the reported 
study data are accurate and complete, the 
inventory of investigational product is managed, 
and the conduct of the trial is in compliance with 
the currently approved protocol and relevant legal 
and regulatory requirements.

The Company continuously monitors for any new 
regulations to ensure clinical practices are current 
with applicable regulations. 

Conduct of Clinical Trials 

The rights, safety, and well-being of study subjects are the most important 
considerations when conducting clinical studies. It is Company policy to comply with 
all applicable research-related policies and guidances. We design and conduct our 
clinical trials in an ethical, scientifically rigorous manner, to study the benefits, risks, 
and value of our pharmaceutical products.  

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS

We conduct our clinical studies in an ethical and 
compliant manner, in accordance with international 
standards including the Guideline for Good 
Clinical Practice of the International Conference 
on Harmonisation (ICH), the PhRMA Principles on 
Conduct of Clinical Trials and Communication of 
Clinical Trial Results (June 2015), and other country-
specific laws, regulations, and internal procedures.  

https://dsi.alertline.com
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The Company is committed to conducting all 
preclinical animal research in an ethical and 
responsible manner.

The Company thoroughly evaluates all planned 
animal studies to minimize the use of research 
animals by seeking alternatives wherever feasible.

While the Company does not conduct any animal 
research directly, the Company ensures that any 
third party who conducts such preclinical studies  
on its behalf, abides by generally accepted 
standards of animal care and is required to comply 
with all laws and regulations, whether federal,  
state, or local. 

To the extent possible, this means we avoid or 
minimize the distress or discomfort to animals, 

minimize the number of animals to obtain valid 
results, and only use them if their use is relevant 
or required by regulatory health authorities for the 
study of human health or for the advancement of 
scientific knowledge.

All employees who are involved in the design and 
conduct of studies involving animals must be 
properly qualified and trained. They must follow all 
Company standards as well as all applicable laws 
and regulations.

Animal Welfare 

The use of animals in the conduct of preclinical trials for the advancement of human 
pharmaceuticals is, at times, necessary to determine efficacy in an indication, 
pharmacokinetic (PK) properties, and to ensure the safety of a drug when no other 
means is acceptable or available, and is done in compliance with health authority 
regulations. When the use of research animals is needed, the Company is committed 
to the humane and respectful treatment of them at all times.

CONDUCTING OUR BUSINESS
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Employees are required to keep all confidential, 
proprietary, and trade secret information in confidence 
at all times. Employees must comply with the terms of 
their Employee Obligation Agreement.

•  Employees may not disclose confidential or 
proprietary information without having an 
authorized and fully executed Confidential 
Disclosure Agreement (CDA) in place with third 
parties including current or potential vendors, 
partners, contractors, etc.

•  Employees will not share proprietary information 
with anyone including spouses, other family 
members, and friends not entitled to know for a 
legitimate business reason.

•  To avoid inadvertent disclosure of such 
information, employees will avoid discussions of 
Company information in public places such as 
elevators, airplanes, or restaurants.

•  Employees may never include or share confidential 
or proprietary information in social media or other 
public forums.

•  Confidential and proprietary information may only 
be disclosed to other Company employees who 
need to know it.

•  Once employees are entrusted with confidential 
information of third parties, they must protect it as 
they would protect confidential information of the 
Company.

•  Employees may not share confidential and 
proprietary information for their own benefit or for 
the benefit of anyone outside the Company.

•  An employee’s obligation to protect the Company’s 
confidential and proprietary information continues 
even after he or she leaves the Company.

Protection of Company Information 

Information is a valuable corporate asset, and much information about our business 
activities is confidential or proprietary. Confidential information is information that 
the Company considers private and that is not common knowledge outside the 
Company. Proprietary information is information the Company owns, develops, pays 
to have developed, or to which it has an exclusive right. Because the disclosure of 
such information could seriously damage the Company’s interests, safeguarding this 
information is the responsibility of all our employees. Protection of confidential and 
proprietary Company information, including trade secrets, is critical to our continued 
growth and ability to compete.  

COMPANY INFORMATION AND RESOURCES

Q    As a manager at American Regent’s production facility in Shirley, NY, I am always looking at different 
ways to improve or streamline our production process. I am thinking about using a neighbor as a 
consultant. He is a retired process engineer from another large pharmaceutical company. Can I bring him 
in for a tour so that he can provide some recommendations?

 A   No, not until there is a fully executed CDA in place. There may be additional conflict of interest issues 
associated with hiring a neighbor as a consultant, if that is your plan. In addition, you may not ask him to 
disclose confidential or proprietary information of his prior employer(s).  

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Only Company-authorized spokespersons may 
respond to inquiries from the media, the financial 
community, or other outside entities about the 
Company.

Only Company-authorized spokespersons may give 
press and media interviews or make presentations 
to the financial community.

All external presentations about the Company, its 
products, and its business, whether to the public, 
HCPs, Customers or other third parties, must be 
limited to Company-approved content, even if the 
presentation would not be a disclosure of confidential 
and proprietary information. 

Because there may be opportunities for employees 
to present in public settings such as trade association 

meetings or to author articles, employees must have 
their external presentations and articles authorized by 
your immediate manager and reviewed in advance 
by Senior Management, Intellectual Property, and/or 
Legal Affairs as applicable.

Company employees may not discuss Company-
related business in public forums, including social 
media networks, unless properly authorized by 
the Company.

Q    I work in Clinical Development, and we just unblinded one of our pivotal Phase III trials. I got a call from a 
science editor at the Wall Street Journal asking about the results. May I share what I know?

 A   No. All media contacts need to be directed as follows: For Daiichi Sankyo, Inc., to the Public Affairs 
Department; for American Regent, to the Legal Department; and for Plexxikon, to the Chief Executive 
Officer or the Legal Affairs Department.

Q    I was recently promoted to Executive Director. My local newspaper wants to do a quick interview to talk 
about my promotion and to get some background on the Company, and our products. I plan to limit my 
comments to publicly available information, and my boss said he thinks this will be great local exposure for 
our department. Can I do the interview?

 A  Even though you do not plan to disclose any confidential or proprietary information, you may not give the 
interview without prior authorization from: for Daiichi Sankyo, Inc., the Public Affairs Department; for American 
Regent, the Human Resources Department, in consultation with the Legal Department; and for Plexxikon, 
the Chief Executive Officer or the Legal Affairs Department. Similarly, any media contacts that are received 
must also be directed to the entities described in the preceding sentence.

COMPANY INFORMATION AND RESOURCES

Media Inquiries and External Communications  

Any form of external communication can potentially have a significant impact on the 
share price or reputation of the Companies. It is critical that all Company information 
released to the public be accurate and truthful.

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Inside information includes, but is not limited to:

•  Contracts or proposed contracts with 
Customers, suppliers, or business partners

•  Proposed acquisitions, joint ventures, or 
divestitures

•  New products or services and regulatory 
approvals or disapprovals

• Financial performance

•  Insider trading is the buying or selling of stock 
or securities of any company while aware of 
information about the company that is both 
material and nonpublic. It is illegal.

•  The same rules against using inside 
information apply when an employee gives 
that information other than in the necessary 
course of business to someone else, such as 
a friend or family member, because he or she 
may profit from that information by trading in 
stock or other securities.

Securities Laws and Insider Trading 

In the course of performing work for the Company, employees may learn 
information about the Company or other companies before it is made public. 
All employees have an obligation not to use such information for their personal 
advantage or to share it with others. Serious legal obligations apply to trading 
in the stock of our parent company, Daiichi Sankyo, Co., Ltd., which is publicly 
traded in Japan as well as in the United States through American Depository 
Receipts (ADRs). Similar obligations apply to other companies that we do 
business with and to our competitors.

COMPANY INFORMATION AND RESOURCES

Employees must never use confidential or 
proprietary Company information or that of another 
party entrusted to the Company as a basis for 
purchasing or selling stock or securities in our parent 
company, Daiichi Sankyo, Co., Ltd., or the stock or 
securities of other companies that may be affected 
by such knowledge. 

https://dsi.alertline.com
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•  If employees are uncertain about the legal 
rules involving purchase or sale of any stock or 
securities in Daiichi Sankyo, Co., Ltd., its current 
or potential competitors, partners, vendors, or 
other companies that they are familiar with by 
virtue of their work for the Company, they should 
consult with Legal Affairs before making any 
such purchase or sale.

•  Other companies that may be affected by inside 
information include our Company’s or our parent 
company’s competitors, development and 
commercialization partners, and vendors. Such 
confidential nonpublic information is considered 
“material” if it is important enough to affect a 
reasonable investor’s decision to buy or sell 
shares of any company’s stock. This includes 
nonpublic material information about other 
entities that you may learn through your work at 
the Company.

Securities Laws and Insider Trading 

COMPANY INFORMATION AND RESOURCES

Employees must never use confidential or 
proprietary Company information or that of another 
party entrusted to the Company as a basis for 
purchasing or selling stock or securities in our parent 
company, Daiichi Sankyo, Co., Ltd., or the stock or 
securities of other companies that may be affected 
by such knowledge. 

Q    I’ve heard some rumors in the hallway that Daiichi Sankyo, might acquire a small biotech company. Is it 
okay for me to tell my brother-in-law that the biotech company is “one to watch”?

 A   No. Recommending or buying stock with knowledge of a potential financial deal that is material and not 
publicly available would be considered insider trading, and is illegal.  

https://dsi.alertline.com
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Theft or misuse of any Company equipment, property, 
facility, or funds, including, without limitation, the 
submission of inappropriate or fraudulent payroll time 
sheets or requests for reimbursement of expenses, will 
not be tolerated.

As a general rule, Company property, equipment, or 
funds may not be used for personal reasons except 
for the limited use of communication tools found 
in Use of E-mail, Voice Mail, and Other Company 
Systems.

Theft, whether directly (for example, the 
permanent and intentional removal of Company 
equipment) or indirectly (for example, seeking 
reimbursement for expenses not related to 
Company business), will result in disciplinary 
action up to and including termination and may  
be a criminal act.

Theft of Company Property 

Company assets and property are provided to Company employees for them  
to conduct business and perform work on behalf of the Company.  

COMPANY INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
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Official records must be appropriately 
safeguarded by all Company employees.  
All official records must be appropriately  
stored, managed, and disposed of.

 Consistent with good business practices and 
good judgment, we will retain records for as long 
as required and in the manner required to meet 
legal, regulatory, administrative, and operational 
requirements, after which they may be disposed of 
according to Company procedures.

 Records relating to actual or threatened litigation 
or government investigations must be kept under 
a “legal hold” until the Legal Affairs Department 
communicates otherwise in writing. Legal holds 
can apply to any classification of records under 

Company policy or program involving records 
management. Requirements outlined in legal 
holds supersede the records retention policy and 
schedule. If you are uncertain whether records 
under your control should be preserved because 
they might relate to a lawsuit or investigation, 
contact Legal Affairs. Plexxikon employees should 
contact the Legal Affairs Department. American 
Regent employees should contact the Legal 
Department.

Official Record: A record that is the complete and 
final version that provides evidence of the Company’s 
operations (for example, organization, business 
functions, policies, decisions, procedures, or internal 
or external transactions). Official records typically 
commit the organization or a third party to an action 
or document an action, obligation, or responsibility. 
These records are often required to be retained for 
business, regulatory, and/or legal reasons.

Q    Legal Affairs just put a legal hold in place for all documents relating to the clinical development of one of 
our marketed products. I was on the clinical study team, and it has always been my personal policy to 
delete e-mail on any project more than a year old. Can I delete such e-mail?

 A   No. You must follow the legal hold. Also, you must follow Company and department policies about the 
retention of e-mail, rather than any “personal policies” or work habits; this includes items not subject to a 
legal hold. Contact Legal Affairs to review your specific situation if you have any questions about any of 
the directions provided in the legal hold.  

Records Management 

Proper storage, management, retention, and disposal of Company records are 
important to the Company’s business; in addition, they satisfy various legal and 
regulatory requirements.

COMPANY INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
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The Company is committed to accurate reporting 
of all information, including financial, clinical 
research, production and quality data, and other 
Company information that is released to the 
public, the government, and any other entities. 
Cooperation with internal and external auditors is 
expected of all employees. Falsification or inaccurate 
representations of any books, records, reports, 
manufacturing, or preclinical data or clinical trial 
results will not be tolerated.

 The integrity of the Company’s accounting 
records is critical to maintaining credibility with 
our Customers, suppliers, and regulators. All 
business and financial information must be reported 
accurately and completely by all employees as 
required by Company policy and/or federal, state,  
or local authorities.

 Preclinical and clinical research data must be 
accurately recorded and reported as required 
by local, state, federal, or international laws and 
regulations.

Accurate recordkeeping and reporting are equally 
important in all areas of our business, including our 
internal recordkeeping. For example, employees are 
responsible for the accuracy and completeness of 
environmental and safety reports and records, drug 
sampling records and call reports, shipping and 
purchasing data, commercial contracts, invoices, 
costs and expenses, and payroll, benefits, and 
employment records.

Q    I have responsibility for signing off on a Finance Department report that is due tomorrow 
morning. I am not 100% sure of the accuracy of some of the information. What should  
I do?

 A   Discuss the issue with your manager and take steps to ensure that the report accurately  
reflects Company operations and data. If you cannot ensure accuracy by the time the report 
is due, either do not submit it or submit it with a clearly written explanation of your concerns 
regarding its accuracy.

Accurate Books and Records 

Accurate reporting of corporate activities and processes, from financial information to 
results of research and development activities, has received significant attention both 
globally and in the United States. Serious ramifications, including fines, reputational 
harm, and other sanctions, exist for knowingly reporting inaccurate information or 
creating or falsifying information and records. The accurate reporting of data and 
information is important to the Company and critical to our success.

COMPANY INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
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A global mission of Daiichi Sankyo 
is to explore and pursue different 
approaches aimed at increasing 
access to life-changing and life-
saving medicines that we have  
the privilege to market.

Daiichi Sankyo seeks to strike an equitable 
balance between the public interest in securing 
the approval of a new drug and allowing extended 
access to certain investigational products that may 
be necessary to treat seriously ill patients who 
cannot be satisfactorily treated with commercially 
available products, in the Company’s discretion.

Daiichi Sankyo believes that improving access to 
medicines can help solve an important part of the 
global health problem.

The Daiichi Sankyo PAP Foundation, Daiichi 
Sankyo Access Central resource, and American 
Regent PAP Program sponsor a patient assistance 
program to provide certain DSI products for free 
to qualified patients with demonstrated medical 
and financial need. Daiichi Sankyo assists qualified 
patients who are prescribed products covered by 
these programs and who lack insurance coverage 
or alternative payment sources. Daiichi Sankyo 
strives to provide free product to uninsured 
patients who qualify and for whom no alternative 
source of reimbursement can be identified.

Access to Medicines 

As part of its desire to address health issues, Daiichi Sankyo continually evaluates its 
US and global programs to assist patients who face obstacles (whether financial or 
medical) to receiving drug treatment. 

CONFLICTS OF INTERESTCORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
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The Company’s revenue allows it to 
continue the research, development 
and commercialization of new and 
innovative therapies and fulfill its 
mission to contribute to the enrichment 
of quality of life around the world and 
address diverse medical needs.

The Company is committed to vigorous 
competition. This position stems from the belief that 
competition, in a fair, free, and open marketplace, 
promotes innovation and market efficiency. 

At times, the Company does change the prices of 
some of its medicines in consideration of changes 
in costs, investments in R&D and manufacturing, 
and other factors. The Company strives to ensure 
that the pricing of its product does not prevent 
affordable access to treatment. The final cost of any 
prescription medication to a patient depends on a 
number of factors, from the Wholesale Acquisition 
Cost (the initial list price set by a manufacturer) and 
patient insurance status, to the insurer’s co-pay and 
deductible policy.

The Company works diligently to help secure 
lower out-of-pocket costs for the people who 
are prescribed our medications. This is achieved 
primarily through discounts and rebates.  

Additionally, Daiichi Sankyo and ARI offer their own 
Patient Assistance Programs, found in Access 
to Medicines, for individuals who meet certain 
financial criteria. These programs are intended to 
ensure that patients of limited means and for whom 
no alternative source of reimbursement can be 
identified, have access to needed therapy.  

Price and access to medicines is just one part of 
the larger healthcare system, and it is important to 
consider pricing data within this broader context. 
For example, when taken appropriately, medicines 
reduce other healthcare-related costs. 

As the healthcare market continues to evolve, the 
Company will continue to prioritize patient-focused 
policies to address costs holistically across the 
continuum of care.

Pharmaceutical Product Pricing 

The Company is committed to pricing its products fairly and appropriately, and 
acts independently when setting prices, by factoring in costs, market conditions, 
customer responses, and the state of competition. 

CONFLICTS OF INTERESTCORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
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The Company is committed to the preservation 
of our environment and to full compliance 
with all applicable local, state, and federal 
environmental laws and regulations.

The Company:

•  Contributes to the reduction and remediation of 
environmental issues affecting our stakeholders 
and our world;

•  Encourages conservation and environmentally 
sustainable practices by using natural resources 
and energy wisely and efficiently. The Company 

values employee efforts to consider the 
environmental impact when making business 
decisions and planning and developing new 
products; and

•  Encourages recycling at all of its facilities by 
providing appropriate receptacles to meet these 
objectives.

Environmental Stewardship 

Concern for environmental factors such as the water we drink, the air we breathe, 
and the carbon footprint we create is critical to each of us as individuals and as 
employees of the Company. The Company works to identify initiatives to protect our 
environment now and for future generations.

CONFLICTS OF INTERESTCORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
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Standards of Business Conduct 

All employees have a responsibility to follow these Standards of Business Conduct. 
The Company is committed to conducting all business activities in an ethical manner 
consistent with industry standards and legal requirements. These Standards of 
Business Conduct reflect general standards to guide employees in making ethical 
decisions. They are not intended to address every specific situation. The Company 
strongly encourages dialogue between employees and their supervisors or with Human 
Resources to discuss ethical dilemmas, ask questions related to Company policies and 
procedures, and discuss acceptable ways of handling challenging situations.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE STANDARDS OF BUSINESS CONDUCT

Individuals who believe that they have been subjected to 
conduct that violates the Company’s policy prohibiting 
discrimination or workplace harassment are encouraged 
to report such violations promptly. Management, Human 
Resources (HR), Legal Affairs, Compliance or the Daiichi Sankyo 
or American Regent Compliance Hotline should be notified.

All individuals are required to promptly report to management, 
HR, Legal Affairs, Compliance or the Daiichi Sankyo or 
American Regent Compliance Hotline any suspected violations 
of these Standards of Business Conduct, any Company policy, 
procedure, practice, regulation, rule, or law or any retaliation by 
any employee or Agent of the Company.

•  The Company has no tolerance for retaliatory action 
taken against an employee because he or she 
reports suspected violations or participates in an 
investigation. Anyone who is found to be engaged in 
such retaliation will be subject to disciplinary action, 
up to and including termination.

•  There is no penalty for an employee who in good 
faith reports an actual or alleged violation.

•  Following the review of a report, the Company will 
begin a confidential inquiry and take corrective 
action where appropriate. It may be determined 
that further investigation, including interviews and 
the review of relevant documents, is warranted.

•  To the extent appropriate in each case, 
confidentiality will be expected for all those 
participating in an investigation. Additionally, the 
Company will attempt to treat all employee reports 
confidentially, disclosing information on a need-
to-know basis only, and will seek to protect an 

employee’s identity to the maximum extent possible.

•  All employees, including the reporting employee, 
are required to cooperate in an investigation, if 
requested and provide timely, truthful, and accurate 
information in response to investigation requests, 
including those for interviews and documents.

•  Violations of these Standards of Business Conduct, 
any Company policy, procedure, practice, 
regulation, rule, or law or any retaliation may result in 
discipline ranging from warnings and reprimand to 
termination. All disciplinary decisions will be made in 
accordance with HR practices and policies.

•  Nothing prohibits or restricts the Company from 
taking any disciplinary action on any matters 
pertaining to employee conduct, whether or not 
they are expressly discussed in this document.

•  The Company may revise, change, or amend 
these Standards of Business Conduct, policies, 
procedures, or practices at any time.
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Standards of Business Conduct 

Individuals who believe that they have been subjected 
to conduct that violates the Company’s policy 
prohibiting discrimination or workplace harassment 
are encouraged to report such violations promptly. 
Management, Human Resources (HR), Legal Affairs, 
Compliance or the Daiichi Sankyo or American Regent 
Compliance Hotline should be notified.

All individuals are required to promptly report to 
management, HR, Legal Affairs, Compliance or the 
Daiichi Sankyo or American Regent Compliance 
Hotline any suspected violations of these Standards of 
Business Conduct, any Company policy, procedure, 
practice, regulation, rule, or law or any retaliation by any 
employee or Agent of the Company.

Q    Why is it a requirement to report observed or suspected violations of the Standards of Business 
Conduct or any other Company policies?

 A   To provide all patients, Customer and Agents, and employees the protections outlined in these 
Standards and maintain the values and ethical goals of the Company, it is incumbent on all stakeholders 
listed to support these Standards by reporting any violations or suspected violations of these Standards 
or any other Company policies.

Reference: 

·   Employee Conduct in the Workplace

COMPLIANCE WITH THE STANDARDS OF BUSINESS CONDUCT
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Foreword
The DAIICHI SANKYO Group fulfills its mission 
“To contribute to the enrichment of quality of life 
around the world through the creation of innovative 
pharmaceuticals, and through the provision of 
pharmaceuticals addressing diverse medical needs.” 
We comply with laws, regulations and rules regarding 
global corporate activities, and act with the highest 
ethical standards and a good social conscience based 
on the following 10 principles of this Charter.

In order to actively respond to an ever-changing 
society, we address social issues and business in an 
integrated manner. It will enhance our corporate value, 
fulfill our social responsibilities and contribute to the 
realization of a sustainable society.

Article 1:  Contribution to Healthcare
We diligently address medical needs by providing 
beneficial, safe, and reliable pharmaceuticals and 
services.

Article 2:  Fair Business Practices
We respect international norms, diverse cultures and 
customs, conduct business in a fair manner through 
free and fair competition, and conduct responsible 
procurement by complying with laws and regulations 
in each country and region in which we do business. 
We maintain productive, positive and professional 
relationships with our stakeholders, which include 
medical professionals and governments.

Article 3:  Fair Disclosure of Information and 
Constructive Dialogue with Stakeholders
We actively, effectively and fairly disclose corporate 
information to the public and engage in an open 
and constructive dialogue with a wide range of 
stakeholders.

Article 4:  Respect For Human Rights
We conduct business that respects the human rights 
of all persons. 

Article 5:  Enhancement of Workplace 
Environment and Human Resource Development
We respect the diversity of our employees, and seek to 
include a diversity of thought in our daily work. 

We are committed to ensuring a healthy and safe 
working environment and do not tolerate harassment 
and discrimination. We provide employees the 
opportunity to develop their skills and abilities for the 
mutual growth of the individual employee and the 
corporation.

Article 6:  Information Management
We take necessary measures to manage and protect 
personal information, business partner information as 
well as other confidential information of Daiichi Sankyo 
and others.

Article 7:  Engagement in Environmental Issues
Environmental challenges are universally critical 
to all of mankind. We responsibly manage the 
environmental impact of our operations and include 
our efforts for a better environment in our corporate 
activities and our very survival.

Article 8:  Involvement in Community and 
Contribution to its Development
We are actively involved in community activities and 
contribute to its development as a good corporate 
citizen.

Article 9:  Thorough Crisis and Emergency 
Management
We adhere to crisis and emergency management 
in the face of actions by antisocial forces, terrorism, 
cyber-attacks, natural disasters, pandemics and other 
significant issues that may threaten the order or safety 
of civil society and the corporate activity.

Article 10:  Role of Executives and 
Implementation of this Charter
Executives of the DAIICHI SANKYO Group actively 
build and maintain effective governance systems to 
implement this Charter, ensure it is understood by all 
Group companies, and encourage behavior based on 
the principles of this Charter to the business partners 
of Daiichi Sankyo Group. If the Charter is violated, 
executives of DAIICHI SANKYO Group Companies 
take responsibility to respond by determining the 
cause of infringement, taking corrective action as 
necessary and making efforts to prevent similar 
violations in the future.

The Daiichi Sankyo US Standards of Business Conduct represent those core values by which we conduct our 
business here in the United States. These Standards are consistent and aligned with the Daiichi Sankyo Group 
Corporate Conduct Charter and Individual Conduct Principles. We have included these documents here as the 
foundation on which the US Standards of Business Conduct are based.

Daiichi Sankyo Group Corporate Conduct Charter
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Definitions 

The terms in these principles are defined as follows. 
(1) “Daiichi Sankyo Group” (hereinafter “DS Group”) 
refers to Daiichi Sankyo Co., Ltd. and all worldwide 
affiliated companies. (2) “Executives and Employees” 
refers to DS Group directors, officers and employees. 

I. Fundamental Principles 

 1.  Observance of Laws and Regulations  
DS Group Executives and Employees shall 
conform to all laws or regulations. DS Group 
Executives and Employees will not ask or compel 
any other DS Group Executive, Employee or 
any other person to violate any such laws or 
regulations. 

 2.  Observance of Norms within DS Group  
DS Group Executives and Employees shall not 
violate the Principles mentioned herein, the Daiichi 
Sankyo Group Corporate Conduct Charter, and 
internal standards of conduct as well as policies 
and procedures established for individual Daiichi 
Sankyo companies, and shall not ask or compel 
any person to violate such Principles.

  3.  A High Standard of Ethics Required as a DS 
Group Executive and Employee 
DS Group Executives and Employees are 
responsible for undertaking each business activity 
with fairness, integrity, ethics, and respect. 
They shall also, at all times, be expected to act 
consistent with recognized public morals.  

II. Individual Norms 

 1.  Preventing Corruption and Bribery 
DS Group Executives and Employees must not 
provide, promise, or offer any money, gifts, or 
other advantages to domestic or foreign public 
officials or other third parties for the purpose of 
illicitly gaining or securing business advantages. 
DS Group Executives and Employees must also 
not commit such acts using third parties who 
provide services to the DS Group. 

 2.  Avoiding Conflicts of Interest  
DS Group Executives and Employees must 
prioritize DS Group interests over their own 
business or financial interests, and shall always  

      avoid situations in which their personal business 
or financial interests conflict with DS Group 
interests. Should such an actual or potential 
conflict of interest arise, before acting, the 
Executive or Employee must report it to the 
appropriate local senior management or as 
otherwise set forth in local company policies and 
procedures, for direction on how to proceed in 
accordance with local laws, regulations, business 
customs and local company policies and 
procedure.

 3.  Prohibiting Insider Trading  
Insider Trading (trading in any securities based 
on material non-public information) violates the 
law. As a specific reminder, DS Group Executives 
and Employees are prohibited from using non-
public information related to the DS Group or 
other companies (such as a co-promote partners, 
vendors, competitors or other business partners) 
to buy or sell securities of Daiichi Sankyo or of 
such other companies. They are also prohibited 
from providing such non-public inside information 
to others (including a friend, family member or 
significant other) for the purpose of trading in such 
securities. 

III. Reporting Obligations 

 1.  Obligation to Report Violations  
If DS Group Executives and Employees discover 
any actual or alleged violation of these Individual 
Conduct Principles, the Daiichi Sankyo Group 
Corporate Conduct Charter or the standards of 
conduct and policies and procedures of local 
Daiichi Sankyo companies, they must report 
such actual or alleged violation(s) promptly to 
the local compliance, legal, or human relations 
function(s) or to the local management, or via 
other mechanisms established for this purpose on 
a local level. 

 2.  Protection of Individuals Who Report Violations 
DS Group Executives and Employees shall not 
take reprisals against DS Group Executives and 
Employees who report in good faith alleged 
violation(s) of these Principles, the Daiichi Sankyo 
Group Corporate Conduct Charter or the 
standards of conduct and policies and procedures 
of local Daiichi Sankyo companies. 

Daiichi Sankyo Group Individual Conduct Principles
Daiichi Sankyo Group Individual Conduct Principles Preamble 

These Principles are intended to govern the individual behavior and activities of Executives and Employees who 
are a part of the Daiichi Sankyo Group worldwide and also provide a foundation for individual behavior and con-
duct under the local Daiichi Sankyo Group companies’ standards, policies and procedures. 
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You are required to report incidents related to violation of the Standards of Business 
Conduct to your supervisor, Senior Management, Human Resources, Compliance, or 
Legal Affairs. You may also make reports confidentially to:

Daiichi Sankyo’s Compliance Hotline: 
1 (877) 48ALERT (1-877-482-5378) or https://dsi.alertline.com

or American Regent, Inc. Compliance Hotline: 
1-800-398-1496 or https://www.lighthouse-services.com/americanregent

Please see the RESOURCES FOR EMPLOYEES TO ASK QUESTIONS OR RAISE 
CONCERNS section in this document for additional ways to report suspected violations 
of the Company’s Standards of Business Conduct, policies, or procedures. 

By reporting actual or potential problems, you are contributing to the Company’s ethical 
culture, and, remember, there is no penalty for reporting in good faith something that turns 
out not to be a problem! Also, you will be protected by the Company’s nonretaliation policy 
discussed previously in this document.

Reporting Information
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